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Many readers have probably received emails from wealthy foreigners who need help moving millions

of dollars from their homeland. You also may have gotten emails informing you you've won large

sums of money in a foreign lottery, or perhaps you've been asked to serve as a mystery shopper or

work at home for pay. Then there are the emails purporting to be from loved ones and friends who

were mugged, unjustly jailed, or suffered some other misfortune and desperately need your help.

These scams - all seemingly real - have all ensnared many a victim and are listed by Snopes.com as

among the most pervasive email cons.

Banks, of course, are intimately familiar with fraud and are constantly on guard against new schemes.

Banks hope to protect themselves and their customers from becoming victims. One question banks

should be continually asking is this: are we spending our money and allocating resources wisely in

this area? First some facts from the 2013 Federal Reserve Payments Study. There were an estimated

31.1mm unauthorized transactions in 2012, valued at $6.1B. Among the categories measured, 92%

percent of the number and 65% of the value of total unauthorized transactions were made using

general- purpose cards, which includes credit, debit and prepaid purchases (as well as ATM

withdrawals).

Yet, it would seem from an earlier Fed study that the losses banks face from certain kinds of card

fraud are more than they are spending to prevent it. Consider data from the Fed's 2012 Payments

Fraud Survey that found 61% of institutions reported losses attributed to signature-based debit card

fraud were greater than what they spent on preventing such fraud and about 45% reported the same

for losses due to debit PIN and check fraud.

The 2012 survey results also show that, through various efforts, banks were able fight fraud

successfully. Accordingly, we think it's time for banks to reexamine their priorities when it comes to

data security and fraud prevention and determine whether and where changes are necessary. Our

point isn't that you need to spend indiscriminately on fraud prevention. Rather, we want to drive

home the importance of spending wisely.

Start by considering the industry statistics on fraud so you know where to block most bad-buy

attacks. Then determine where payment fraud may be happening at your bank or in your market and

take a look at your weakest links to see where you can tighten up. As you're going through the

analysis, remember to factor in not only your actual losses, but potential legal expenses and the

reputational costs as well. Taking all this into account will help you make informed decisions about

where you should ramp up spending and where you might be able to cut back a bit.

Keep in mind that you may still need to maintain protection in certain areas even if you determine

that actual losses from fraud are low, because you just never know what could happen. Target

certainly didn't expect to be associated with one of the largest data breaches in U.S. corporate history

and neither did T.J. Maxx and Marshalls several years back. Think about fraud prevention as you

would life insurance. It is a way to protect your bank and your customers against the unexpected.
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No efforts are full-proof. But to protect against fraud, banks need to do significantly more than press

the delete key on pesky email scams.

BANK NEWS

Branch Closures

Sterling National Bank ($6.6B, NY) said it will close 10 branches in coming months due to economic

reasons.

New Name

Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ said it will rename its U.S. financial holding company from UnionBanCal

Corp. to MUFG Americas Holdings Corp. and its banking unit Union Bank NA to MUFG Union Bank NA.

Loan Growth

The ABA projects consumer loans will increase 7% this year and business loans should grow 8%

nationwide.

Regulatory Costs

A study by George Mason University finds 83% of community banks in the U.S. say their compliance

costs have increased more than 5% due to Dodd Frank.

Fraud Issue

Citigroup announced it will take a $360mm pretax set aside related to a recently discovered fraud in

its Mexico subsidiary and an oil services company customer.

Lawsuit

The CFPB announced it has filed a lawsuit against ITT Educational Services, accusing the company of

pushing loans to students with false promises of future employment prospects upon graduation.

Biz Owners

A survey by BizBuySell finds women are more motivated than men to be their own boss as the main

reason to buy a business (55% vs. 48%).

Housing

A Zillow survey finds nearly 4mm homeowners saw their home prices rise enough to push them back

above water (owe less than their house is worth). So-called negative equity is now below 20%

nationwide according to Zillow.

Credit

TransUnion research finds credit card delinquency fell to 1.48% in 4Q vs. 1.61% the same quarter in

2012 (an 8% decrease). Meanwhile, the total number of credit card accounts in the U.S. reached

341.4mm (+3.6%), but there are 40mm fewer active credit card accounts than there were 5Ys ago.

Branch Value

Analysis by Novarica from FindABetterBank finds consumers looking for a new bank will pick one with

branch and ATM locations near where they work or live. When presented in shopper search results as

a top three contender, community banks are selected 40% of the time vs. national banks at 82%,

regional banks at 57% and online or digital direct banks at 53%.
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